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Plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV) technology has the potential to reduce operating
cost, greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, and petroleum consumption in the transportation
sector. However, the net effects of PHEVs depend critically on vehicle design, battery
technology, and charging frequency. To examine these implications, we develop an opti-
mization model integrating vehicle physics simulation, battery degradation data, and
U.S. driving data. The model identifies optimal vehicle designs and allocation of vehicles
to drivers for minimum net life cycle cost, GHG emissions, and petroleum consumption
under a range of scenarios. We compare conventional and hybrid electric vehicles
(HEVs) to PHEVs with equivalent size and performance (similar to a Toyota Prius) under
urban driving conditions. We find that while PHEVs with large battery packs minimize
petroleum consumption, a mix of PHEVs with packs sized for �25–50 miles of electric
travel under the average U.S. grid mix (or �35–60 miles under decarbonized grid
scenarios) produces the greatest reduction in life cycle GHG emissions. Life cycle cost
and GHG emissions are minimized using high battery swing and replacing batteries as
needed, rather than designing underutilized capacity into the vehicle with corresponding
production, weight, and cost implications. At 2008 average U.S. energy prices, Li-ion
battery pack costs must fall below $590/kW h at a 5% discount rate or below $410/kW h
at a 10% rate for PHEVs to be cost competitive with HEVs. Carbon allowance prices
offer little leverage for improving cost competitiveness of PHEVs. PHEV life cycle costs
must fall to within a few percent of HEVs in order to offer a cost-effective approach to
GHG reduction. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4002194�

Keywords: plug-in hybrid electric vehicle, greenhouse gas emissions, environmental
policy, design optimization, mixed-integer nonlinear programming, battery degradation,
vehicle design
Introduction

Plug-in hybrid electric vehicle �PHEV� technology is consid-
red a potential near-term approach to addressing global warming
nd U.S. dependency on foreign oil in the transportation sector as
he cost, size, and weight of batteries are reduced �1�. PHEVs use
arge battery packs to store energy from the electricity grid and
ropel the vehicle partly on electricity instead of gasoline. Under
he average mix of electricity sources in the U.S., vehicles can be
riven with lower operation cost and fewer greenhouse gas
GHG� emissions per mile when powered by electricity rather
han by gasoline �2�. PHEVs have the potential to displace a large
ortion of the gasoline consumed by the transportation sector with
lectricity since approximately 60% of U.S. passenger vehicles
ravel less than 30 miles each day �3�. Several automobile manu-
acturers have announced plans to produce PHEVs commercially
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in the future, including General Motors’ Chevrolet Volt, which
will carry enough battery modules to store 40 miles worth of
electricity �4� and Toyota’s plug-in version of the Prius, which
will carry enough batteries for approximately 13 miles of electric
travel �5�.

The structure of a PHEV is similar to that of an ordinary hybrid
electrical vehicle �HEV�, except that the PHEV carries a larger
battery pack and offers plug-charging capability �6�. PHEVs store
energy from the electricity grid to partially offset gasoline use for
propulsion. The hybrid drivetrain has several advantages in terms
of improving vehicle efficiency. First, the electric motor enables
the engine to operate at its most efficient load most of the time,
utilizing the batteries to smooth out spikes in power demand. Sec-
ond, having an additional source of power in the form of an elec-
tric motor enables designers to select smaller engine designs with
higher fuel efficiency and lower torque capabilities. Third, HEV
and PHEV powertrains enable energy that is otherwise lost in
braking to be captured to charge the battery and enable the engine
to be shut off rather than idling when the vehicle is at rest.

We focus on the split configuration in our PHEV study because

of its flexibility to operate similarly to a parallel or series driv-
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train �6,7�, and we adopt an all-electric control strategy,2 which
isables engine operation in charge-depleting �CD� mode and
raws propulsion energy entirely from the battery until it reaches
target state of charge �SOC�, as shown in Fig. 1. The distance

hat a PHEV can travel on electricity alone with a fully charged
attery is called its all-electric range �AER�.3 Once the driving
istance reaches the AER and the battery is depleted to the target
OC, the PHEV switches to operate in charge-sustaining �CS�
ode, and the gasoline engine provides energy to propel the ve-

icle and maintain battery charge near the target SOC. In CS
ode, the PHEV operates similarly to an ordinary HEV.
The battery diagram in Fig. 1 presents several definitions rel-

vant to battery capacity. Each cell’s physical capacity limit may
ary, and charging past physical capacity limits is dangerous, so
he 100% rated capacity is set below the physical limit. Maxi-

um, target, and minimum SOC are further determined by hybrid
ehicle designers based on their design application. We define the
apacity window between maximum and target SOC as SOC
wing and the ratio of discharged capacity to the rated capacity as
epth of discharge �DOD�, where DOD is a function of driving
istance s. We further define state of energy �SOE� as the percent
f energy remaining in the battery: SOE=energy remaining/
nergy capacity. If the battery voltage is constant with SOC, then
OC and SOE are equivalent; we use SOE and the corresponding
attery energy swing to focus on the quantity of interest through-
ut the study.

Generally, increased AER will result in a larger portion of travel
ropelled by electrical energy instead of gasoline; however, the
istance the vehicle is driven between charges plays an important
ole in determining the PHEV’s advantage: Vehicles that are
harged frequently can drive most of their miles on electric power,
ven with a relatively small battery pack, while vehicles that are
harged infrequently require larger battery packs to cover longer
istances with electric power �9�.

Battery degradation and replacement also affect PHEV impli-
ations. Modern batteries have limited life, and frequent cycling
eads to accelerated degradation, including reduction in battery
apacity and increase in internal resistance caused by the growth
f a solid-electrolyte interphase �SEI� layer and a solid film layer
n the electrode during battery storage and cycling �10�. A com-
only used model of battery degradation views degradation as an

ncreasing function of DOD �11–14�, implying that designers
hould avoid cycling batteries to a deep DOD. However, Peterson
t al. �15� used realistic driving cycles to demonstrate that modern
iFePO4 batteries degrade as a function of energy processed, ir-

espective of DOD, which has implications for PHEV design.4

2A blended-strategy PHEV uses a mix of the electric motor and gasoline engine to
ower the vehicle in CD mode. We confine our scope to the all-electric strategy for
implicity since blended-strategy operation characteristics are sensitive to control
arameters.

3AER is defined as energy-equivalent electric propulsion distance for blended-
ode PHEVs, but we consider only all-electric PHEVs in this study �8�.
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Fig. 1 Battery state of charge characteristics
This pattern was also observed experimentally by �16�.
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2 Model
We pose a benevolent dictator optimization model to determine

optimal vehicle type, design, and allocation for achieving social
objectives of minimum equivalent daily cost, life cycle GHG
emissions, and petroleum consumption from personal
transportation.5 Figure 2 shows an overview of the modeling
framework. For the single vehicle case, the objective function can
be expressed as the integral of the corresponding quantity per day
at each driving distance fO�x ,s� times the probability distribution
of daily driving distances fS�s� in the population of drivers:

minimize
x

�
0

�

fO�x,s�fS�s�ds

subject to g�x� � 0, h�x� = 0 �1�

where x is a vector of design variables that define the vehicle, s is
the distance the vehicle is driven between charges, fO�x ,s� is the
value of the objective �equivalent cost, petroleum consumption, or
GHG emissions� per day for vehicle design x when driven s miles/
day, fS�s� is the probability density function for the distance
driven per day, g�x� is a vector of inequality constraints, and h�x�
is a vector of equality constraints ensuring a feasible vehicle de-
sign. We assume that each vehicle is charged once per day, so that
s indicates the distance traveled between charges.

To extend this model to the case where different drivers are
assigned different vehicles based on the distance driven per day,
we incorporate a new decision variable si that defines the cutoff
point such that drivers who travel less than si per day are assigned
the vehicle defined by xi and drivers who travel more than si per
day are assigned the vehicle defined by xi+1. Extending this idea
to n segments, the formulation for vehicle design and ordered
allocation is given by

minimize
xi,si∀i��1,. . .,n�

	
i=1

n 
�
si−1

si

fO�xi,s�fS�s�ds�
subject to g�xi� � 0, h�xi� = 0, ∀ i � �1, . . . ,n�

si � si−1, ∀ i � �1, . . . ,n�

where s0 = 0, sn = � �2�
Taking a two-segment case as an example, the vehicle 1 seg-

ment contains vehicles that travel between �0,s1� miles/day, the
vehicle 2 segment contains vehicles that travel between �s1 ,��

5We model allocation of vehicles to drivers as a dictated assignment based on
driver daily travel distance and do not model market mechanisms or consumer choice
�17,18�. As such, we find the best possible outcome for reducing petroleum consump-
tion, life cycle cost, or GHG emissions, which is a lower bound for market-based

National
Driving Data
Distribution for
driving distance

Optimization Model
Minimize total fuel/cost/GHGs

with respect to design and allocation
subject to vehicle design constraints

PHEV
Performance
Metamodel for
simulation data

Optimal vehicle types, driver-vehicle
allocations and design decisions

Battery
Degradation
Model for
battery life

Fig. 2 Framework of optimal PHEV design and allocation
outcomes.
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iles/day, and the optimal value of s1 is determined together with
he vehicle design variable vectors x1 and x2 for vehicles 1 and 2.

In the following subsections, we first instantiate this formula-
ion with specific models for the objective and constraint func-
ions by specifying the distribution of distance driven per day,
ehicle performance models, battery degradation models, and the
bjective and constraint functions.

2.1 Distribution of Vehicle Miles Traveled per Day. We use
ata from the 2009 National Household Transportation Survey
NHTS� �19� to estimate the distribution of distance driven per
ay over the population of drivers. The survey collected data by
nterviewing 136,410 households across the U.S. on the mode of
ransportation, duration, distance, and purpose of the trips taken
n the survey day. We fit the weighted driving data using the
xponential distribution.6 The distribution below represents the
robability density function for vehicle miles traveled by drivers
n the day surveyed:

fS�s� = �e−�s, s � 0 �3�

The coefficient � is 0.0296 estimated using the maximum like-
ihood method. Figure 3 shows the exponential distribution and
he histogram of the surveyed daily vehicle driving miles.7 Be-
ause we lack multiple days of data for each vehicle, we assume
hat a vehicle that travels s miles/day on the NHTS survey day
ill travel s miles every day. This assumption will produce opti-
istic results on the benefits of optimal allocation since distance

raveled varies over time for individual vehicles in practice.

2.2 Vehicle Performance Models. We carry out vehicle per-
ormance simulations using the Powertrain Systems Analysis
oolkit �PSAT� 6.2 SP1 vehicle physics simulator developed by
rgonne National Laboratory �20�. PSAT is a MATLAB/SIMULINK

orward-looking simulation package that predicts vehicle perfor-
ance characteristics at both the system level �e.g., fuel consump-

ion� and the component level �e.g., engine torque and speed at
ach time step� over a given driving cycle using a combination of
rst principles and empirical component data. In our study, the
ody, powertrain, and vehicle parameters for all PHEV and HEV
imulations are based on the 2004 Toyota Prius model that uses
he split powertrain system with an Atkinson engine, a permanent

agnet motor, and a nickel-metal hydride �NiMH� battery pack.
o account for structural weight needed to carry heavy battery
acks, we include an additional 1 kg of structural weight per 1 kg
f battery and motor weight �9�. We created a comparable con-
entional vehicle �CV� model using a conventional powertrain
nd four-cylinder engine based on the Honda Accord to account
or larger engine torque and power requirements, and the param-

6We exclude public transportation data and vehicles that traveled zero or more
han 200 miles. We fit the distribution to the weighted data of total distance traveled
n the survey day.

7The deviation between data and the exponential fit in the 0–4 mile region has
ittle effect on base case results because 0–4 mile trips contribute little to the social
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ig. 3 Probability density function for vehicle miles traveled
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bjectives in this study �the curves in Figs. 5�d�–5�f��.
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eters that define the frontal area, drag coefficient, and base weight
are adjusted to match the Prius for a fair comparison. The vehicle
configuration parameters are included in Table 2 in the Appendix.

For the PHEV design, the Prius engine size is scaled by the
peak power output from the base engine �57 kW� using linear
scaling. Similarly, the motor is scaled from the base motor �52
kW� linearly. Both the engine and motor weights are also scaled
proportionally to the peak power. We use the Saft Li-ion battery
module in the PSAT package for the PHEV energy storage device.
Each cell in the module weighs 0.378 kg, with a modified specific
energy of 100 W h/kg, an energy capacity of 21.6 W h, and a
nominal output voltage of 3.6 V. The weight of each three-cell
module is 1.42 kg using a packaging factor of 1.25. The battery
size and capacity are scaled by specifying the number of cells in
the pack. We use a split control strategy modified for a PHEV
target SOC, and we assume an 800 W base electrical hotel load
for all vehicles. We use the U.S. Environmental Protection Agen-
cy’s Urban Dynamometer Driving Schedule �UDDS� driving
cycle �21� to calculate simulated electrical efficiency �miles/kW h�
in CD mode for PHEVs, and gasoline efficiency �mpg� in CS
mode for all vehicles.8 We also perform a simulated 0–60 mph
performance test in both CD and CS modes.9

Because the optimal CV and HEV designs are independent of
the distance driven per day, we focus on PHEV design and take
the HEV and CV to have fixed designs. The HEV design is iden-
tical to the Prius model, which has a 57 kW engine, a 52 kW
motor, a 168 cell �1.3 kW h� NiMH battery pack, 60.1 mpg effi-
ciency, and 11.0 s 0–60 mpg acceleration time. The CV has a 126
kW engine, 29.5 mpg fuel efficiency, and 11.0 s acceleration time.
For the PHEVs, the design variables x consist of the engine scal-
ing factor x1, motor scaling factor x2, battery pack scaling factor
x3, and battery energy swing x4. To reduce computational time and
support global optimization, we created a set of polynomial meta-
model fits as functions of x for the PHEV using discrete simula-
tion data points �22�:10 �1� CD-mode electricity efficiency �E
�miles/kW h�, �2� CS-mode fuel efficiency �G �mpg�, �3� CD-
mode 0–60 mph acceleration time tCD �second�, �4� CS-mode
0–60 mph acceleration time tCS �second�, �5� CD-mode battery
energy processed �charging and discharging� per mile �CD �kW h/
mile�, �6� CS-mode battery energy processed per mile �CS �kW h/
mile�, and �7� final SOC after multiple US06 aggressive driving
cycles in CS mode uCS �starting at the target SOC�. Metamodels
of �E and �G are used to calculate energy consumption; tCD and
tCS are used to ensure comparison of equivalent-performance ve-
hicles; �CD and �CS are used to calculate battery degradation, and
uCS is used to ensure that the engine is capable of providing av-
erage power needs in CS mode. We evaluated these output values
using PSAT over a grid of values for the inputs x1
= �30,45,60� /57, x2= �50,70,90,110� /52, and x3= �200,400,
600,800,1000� /1000, and multivariate polynomial functions
were fit to the data using least squares. The general form of the
cubic fitting function fm is defined as fm�x�=am1x1

3+am2x2
3

+am3x3
3+am4x1

2x2+am5x1x2
2+am6x1

2x3+am7x1x3
2+am8x2

2x3+am9x2x3
2

+am10x1x2x3+am11x1
2+am12x2

2+am13x3
2+am14x1x2+am15x1x3+am16

x2x3+am17x1+am18x2+am19x3+am20, where the am terms are the
coefficients for function m. The polynomial fitting coefficients for
�E, �G, tCD, tCS, �CD, �CS, and uCS are listed in Table 3 in the
Appendix.11 The maximum metamodel error among the test points

8Examination of alternative driving cycles and the correlation between driving
cycle and driving distance is left for future work.

9Simulation results are generally optimistic for all vehicles in that they do not
account for factors such as vehicle wear, improper maintenance and tire pressure,
aggressive driving cycles, extreme accessory loadings, or terrain and weather
variation.

10An alternative approach for design optimization with metamodel is the Kriging
method �23,24�, which is not in the scope of this study.

11We truncated acceleration data points greater than 13.0 s to improve the meta-

model fit and fit �CD, �CS, and uCS using quadratic terms to avoid overfitting.
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s 0.1 miles/kW h, 0.1 mpg, 0.5 s, 0.02 kW h, and 0.5% for elec-
rical efficiency, gasoline efficiency, acceleration time, energy pro-
essed, and final SOC, respectively.

2.3 Electric Travel and Battery Degradation. To calculate
ach objective function, we first define the distance driven on
lectric power sE and the distance driven on gasoline sG as a
unction of the vehicle’s AER sAER and the total distance driven
er day s. Assuming one charge per day, sE and sG are given by

sE�x,s� = � s if s � sAER

sAER�x� if s � sAER


sG�x,s� = � 0 if s � sAER

s − sAER�x� if s � sAER
 �4�

For PHEVs, we assume that the battery is charged to max SOC
nce per day. For HEVs and CVs, there is no electric travel; thus,
EV and CV can be seen as special cases with sAER=0, so that

E=0 and sG=s. Assuming constant efficiency �E �miles/kW h� in
D mode, the AER of a PHEV can be calculated from the energy
apacity per battery cell �=0.0216 kW h /cell, the �scaled� num-
er of cells x3, and the battery energy swing x4:

sAER�x� = ��1000x3�x4�E �5�
We consider two distinct battery degradation models from the

iterature and examine their implications for PHEV design. The
osenkranz model �13�, which has been used in prior PHEV stud-

es �11–14�, is based on constant C-rate laboratory discharge tests
nd views battery degradation as a function of DOD per charge
ycle, as shown in Fig. 4�b�, which cannot predict degradation due
o energy use in CS mode. In contrast, the Peterson model �15�
as constructed by cycling modern A123 LiFePO4 cells under

epresentative driving cycles �variable C-rate� and measuring ca-
acity fade12 as a function of energy processed, including inter-
ediate charging and discharging over the driving cycle. Results

how relative energy capacity fade as a linear function of normal-
zed energy processed while driving and while charging, as shown
n Fig. 4�a�.

Peterson model. The daily energy processed while driving
DRV and charging wCHG a PHEV can be expressed as

wDRV�x,s� = �CDsE + �CSsG, wCHG�x,s� =
sE

�E�B
�6�

here �CD and �CS are energies processed per mile �kW h/mile�
n CD and CS modes, respectively, and �B is battery charging
fficiency of 95%. We assume that energy processed for daily
harging is equal to net energy consumed in electrical travel per

12Deep discharging cycles may cause power fade in Li-ion battery cell �16�, which
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day. The relative energy capacity decrease can be calculated by
the energy processed in driving and charging per cycle per cell per
original cell energy capacity:

rP�x,s� =
	DRVwDRV + 	CHGwCHG

�1000x3��
�7�

where 	DRV=3.46
10−5 and 	CHG=1.72
10−5 are the coeffi-
cients for relative energy capacity fade derived from the data set
described in Ref. �15�.13 The end of life �EOL� of a battery is
defined as the point when the portion of remaining energy capac-
ity is equal to energy swing for the original capacity;14 the relative
energy capacity fade rEOL at the EOL becomes original total ca-
pacity minus swing �rEOL=1−x4�. The battery life �BAT, measured
in days �or, equivalently, cycles�, can be calculated by

�BAT�x,s� =
rEOL

rP
=

1000x3��1 − x4�
	DRV��CDsE + �CSsG� + 	CHGsE��E�B�−1

�8�
Rosenkranz model. Because we assume that energy consump-

tion is constant in CD mode, energy consumption is proportional
to the electric travel distance. If we define maximum SOC at
100%, the energy-based DOD � is equal to the ratio of the electric
travel distance sE to the maximum distance that could be traveled
on the battery’s rated capacity:

��x,s� = x4
sE

sAER
=

sE

�E�1000x3��
�9�

The battery life �BAT is estimated using the degradation curve
in Fig. 4�b�:

�BAT�x,s� = 1441�−1.46 = 1441
 sE

�E�1000x3���
−1.46

�10�

2.4 Objective Functions. The objective function in Eq. �2�
involves integrals of fO�x ,s� · fS�s�, with fS�s� defined in Eq. �3�
and fO�x ,s� defined below for each objective: minimum petro-
leum consumption, GHG emissions, and cost. In the petroleum,
GHG, and cost cases without discounting, the integral can be writ-
ten in closed form �26�. The discounted cost cases are solved
using numerical integration.

Petroleum consumption. The average gasoline consumed per
day fG�x ,s� is given by

fG�x,s� =
sG�x,s�
�G�x�

�11�

For the HEV and CV cases, Eq. �11� reduces to s /�G.15

Life cycle greenhouse gas emissions. The operating �use phase�
GHG emissions vOP represent the average GHG emissions in kg
CO2 equivalent �kg-CO2-eq� per day associated with the life cycle
of gasoline and electricity used to propel the vehicle:

vOP�x,s� =
sE�x,s�
�E�x�

vE

�C
+

sG�x,s�
�G�x�

vG �12�

13The regression in Ref. �15� focused on finding the degradation from energy
arbitrage, but in this paper the regression variables were chosen to enable predictions
about degradation due to driving and recharging. The degradation model is optimistic
in that it does not account for temperature and time-based degradation; however,
future battery designs will likely have improved degradation characteristics.

14The industry standard of defining battery EOL as 80% of initial capacity has less
optimistic cost implications for PHEVs. We examine this in sensitivity analysis. See
also Ref. �25�.

15Petroleum makes up less than 1.6% of the U.S. electricity grid mix �27�, and we

ignore it here.
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here �C=88% for battery charging efficiency �28�, vE
0.752 kg-CO2-eq /kW h for electricity emissions,16 and vG
11.34 kg-CO2-eq /gal for gasoline life cycle emissions �31�. To-

al life cycle GHG emissions further include GHGs associated
ith production of the vehicle and battery. The average total life

ycle GHG emissions per day fV�x ,s� is

fV�x,s� = vOP�x,s� +
vVEH

�VEH�s�
+

vBAT

�BRPL�x,s�
�13�

here �VEH=sLIFE /s is the vehicle life in days, sLIFE

150,000 miles 17 is the vehicle life in miles, �BRPL is the battery
eplacement effective life �defined below�, vBAT=1000x3�vB is
he battery pack manufacturing emissions, vB=120 kg-CO2-eq /
W h for Li-ion battery and 230 kg-CO2-eq /kW h for the NiMH
attery is the life cycle GHG emission associated with battery
roduction, vVEH=8500 kg-CO2-eq per vehicle is the life cycle
HG emission associated with vehicle production �excluding

missions from battery production� �2�.
Battery replacement scenarios. We consider two battery re-

lacement scenarios. The first is battery leasing, �BRPL=�BAT.
ach vehicle pays only for the portion of battery life used. The
econd scenario is buy lease, �BRPL=min��BAT,�VEH�. If the bat-
ery outlasts the life of the vehicle, a single battery pack must be
urchased. Partial payment for batteries is not allowed, and new
ehicles require new batteries, but if the vehicle outlasts the bat-
ery, battery replacement is managed by lease.

Equivalent annualized cost (EAC). To calculate EAC, we define
nominal discount rate rN, an inflation rate rI, and the real dis-

ount rate rR= �1+rN� / �1+rI�−1 �33�. The net present value P of
ehicle ownership is the sum of the cost of vehicle operation,
ehicle production, and battery costs over the vehicle life:

P = 	
n=1

T
cOPD�1 + rI�n

�1 + rN�n + cVEH + �Buy: cBAT

Lease: 	
n=1

T
cBATfA�P�rN,B�

�1 + rN�n �
�14�

here D is the driving days per year �D=300 days in this study�,
is the vehicle life in years, and cOP is the sum of the cost of

lectricity needed to charge the battery and the cost of gasoline
onsumed,

cOP�x,s� =
sE�x,s�
�E�x�

cE

�C
+

sG�x,s�
�G�x�

cG �15�

fA�P is capital recovery factor for a general discount rate r and
ime period N in years �33�,

fA�P�r,N� = 
	
n=1

N
1

�1 + r�n�−1

=
r�1 + r�N

�1 + r�N − 1
�16�

nd the net present value of battery leasing cost is calculated by
alculating the EAC of the battery over its life B using fA�P�rN,B�
nd then summing the present value of annual battery cost over
he vehicle life T. The EAC of vehicle ownership is
· fA�P�rN,T�s��, and we divide by D to obtain fC, the EAC per
riving day:

16The life cycle GHG emissions of electricity is estimated based on the average
missions 0.69 kg-CO2-eq /kW h of the U.S. grid mixture �29� with 9% transmission
oss �30�. We examine alternative grid source scenarios in sensitivity analysis for
ounding. For a more detailed dynamic forecast of expected future marginal grid mix
ssociated with PHEV charging, see Ref. �28�.

17We assume that all vehicles must be replaced every 150,000 miles, the U.S.
verage vehicle life �32�. This assumption may be unrealistic for vehicles driven very
hort or very long daily distances because other time-based factors also play a role in

ehicle deterioration. We examine implications in sensitivity analysis.
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fC�x,s� = cOP

fA�P�rN,T�s��

fA�P�rR,T�s��
+ cVEHfA�P�rN,T�s��D−1

+ �Buy: cBATfA�P�rN,T�s��D−1

Lease: cBATfA�P�rN,B�x,s��D−1 �17�

The vehicle cost �excluding battery pack� cVEH is the sum of
vehicle base cost cBASE=$11,183, engine cost cENG�x1�=17.8

 �57x1�+650, and motor cost cMTR�x2�=26.6
 �52x2�+520
�34�.18 The battery pack cost cBAT=1000x3�cB, where Li-ion bat-
tery unit cost cB=$400 /kW h �for PHEV only�, and the NiMH
battery unit cost=$600 /kW h �for HEV only� in our base case
�38�.19 We use the 2008 annual average residential electricity price
cE=$0.11 /kW h �40� and the 2008 annual average gasoline price
cG=$3.30 /gal �41� in our base case. For HEV and CV, sE=0, and
operating cost consists only of gasoline cost. We relax T and B,
allowing noninteger values, with T�s�=�VEH /D=sLIFE / �sD� and
B�x , s�=�BAT�x , s� /D. We ignore the possibility of vehicle to grid
energy arbitrage for PHEVs since net earning potential is esti-
mated to be low �42�, especially under a mass adoption scenario.

2.5 Constraint Functions. To ensure a fair comparison, we
require that all vehicles meet an acceleration constraint of 0–60
mph in less than 11 s. Because we have limited our scope to
all-electric PHEVs, we require the acceleration constraint to be
satisfied both in CD mode, using electric power alone, and in CS
mode, where the gasoline engine is also used. The resulting con-
straints are tCD�x��11 s and tCS�x��11 s. Additionally, we re-
quire the gasoline engine to be large enough to provide average
power for the vehicle in CS mode under an aggressive US06
driving cycle while maintaining the target SOC level in the bat-
tery. The resulting constraint is uCS�x��32%. Finally, we impose
simple bounds on the decision variables: 30 /57�x1�60 /57,
50 /52�x2�110 /52, 200 /1000�x3�1000 /1000, and 0�x4
�0.8 to avoid metamodel extrapolation. Any active simple
bounds would imply a modeling limitation rather than a physical
optimum. As we will later show, of the simple bounds only the
upper bounds on battery size and swing are ever active. The upper
bound on battery size is reached only when minimizing petroleum
consumption since more battery is always preferred for this ob-
jective. The upper bound on swing is taken as a practical con-
straint since �1� SOC cannot be measured precisely, so the battery
must be held safely away from the physical capacity, where ex-
plosion can occur, and �2� battery resistance, which is relatively
flat over most of the SOC window, rises considerably near 0%
SOC, causing a drop in efficiency and power output and an in-
crease in heat generation.

3 Results and Discussion
We use the Peterson battery degradation model �Eq. �7��, the

buy-lease battery replacement scenario ��BRPL=min��BAT,�VEH��,
and a 5% nominal discount rate with a 3% inflation rate �the
average inflation during 2003–2008 �43�� as our base case. To
avoid local minima and numerical issues, we reformulate the
problem into a factorable algebraic nonconvex mixed-integer non-
linear program �MINLP� that can be solved globally using the
GAMS/BARON convexification-based branch-and-reduce algorithm

18To obtain a comparable vehicle base cost cBASE for PHEV, HEV, and CV, we use
the 2008 Prius manufacturer suggested retail price �MSRP� $21,600 and subtract
20% dealer mark-up �35�, $3250 NiMH battery pack �36�, $1556 base engine cost,
and $1902 base motor cost, in 2008 dollars �14,37�, ignoring salvage value �future
discounting can make battery salvage value insignificant�. The resulting vehicle base
cost is cBASE=$11,183. We examine alternative cost models in sensitivity analysis.

19Future battery costs are uncertain. The Li-ion battery cost of $400/kW h �38�,
and the NiMH battery cost of $600/kW h �39� are chosen to represent an optimistic
but realistic estimate of near-term battery costs in mass production, and we examine

a range of costs in our sensitivity analysis.
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44�.20 Deterministic global optimization, when applicable, avoids
he uncertainty and frequently suboptimal solutions of stochastic
pproaches and offers provable convergence to global minima to
acilitate a fair comparison across sensitivity cases �45,46�.

3.1 Optimal Solutions. The optimal vehicle type, design, and
llocation ranges for two-vehicle segments in each case are sum-
arized in Table 1. The CV and HEV characteristics are included

n the first two columns of Table 1 for comparison. To further
xamine the optimal solutions, we plot the following function
alues at the optimal solution as a function of driving distance per
ay in Fig. 5: �1� life cycle equivalent cost, GHG emissions, and
asoline consumption per mile fO�x� ,s� /s; and �2� the population-
eighted equivalent cost, GHG emissions and gasoline consump-

ion per day fO�x� ,s� · fS�s�. The area under the population-
eighted curve is the objective function. In each case, we

ompare the CV and HEV performance with the optimal solution.
The optimal solution for minimum petroleum consumption re-

uces to a single PHEV87 design with the maximum allowed
attery size allocated to all drivers.21 Such a solution is expected
ince a high-capacity PHEV can travel long distances without
sing gasoline. Figure 5�a� shows the petroleum consumption per
ile with respect to the daily driving distance. No gasoline is

onsumed for driving distances under the AER of 87 miles. Figure
�d� illustrates that moving all drivers from the CV to a PHEV87
educes net petroleum consumption per vehicle per day �the area
nder the curve� by 96%.

The optimal two-vehicle solution for minimum GHG emissions
s to allocate a medium-range PHEV25 to vehicles that are
harged every 31 miles or less �60% of vehicles and 24% of
ehicle miles traveled �VMT�� and to allocate a longer-range
HEV40 to vehicles charged less frequently. Assigning all drivers

ong-range PHEVs can significantly reduce petroleum consump-
ion, but medium-range PHEVs reduce the number of underuti-
ized batteries in these vehicles, reducing the emissions associated
ith battery production as well as reduced vehicle efficiency

20The detailed MINLP reformulation is available in Ref. �26� or by contacting the
uthors. In the discounted cost cases, the integral in the objective function does not
educe to a closed form expression, so we use numerical integration with random
ultistart approach. Comparisons with known global solutions in Ref. �26� suggest

igh confidence of global optimality for the multistart solutions.
21

Table 1 Two-segment results for minimum p

bjective

ptimal vehicle set CV HEV
llocation �miles/day� 0–200 0–200
ER �miles� � �
ngine power �kW� 126 57
otor power �kW� � 52
umber of battery cells � 168
attery design swing � �
attery capacity �kW h� � 1.3
D efficiency �miles/kW h� � �
S efficiency �mpg� 29.5 60.1
D 0–60 mph time �s� � �
S 0–60 mph time �s� 11.0 11.0
OC after US06 cycles � �

asoline �gal/vehicle per day� 1.15 0.57
HGs �kg-CO2-eq/vehicle per day� 15.0 8.41
q. cost �$/vehicle per day� 9.21 7.39

eduction versus CV only � �

Variable limited by model boundary.
Optimal objective function value.
We use the notation PHEVx to denote a PHEV with an AER of x miles.
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caused by carrying heavy batteries.22 While most vehicles travel
short distances �25 miles� each day �Fig. 3�, a greater share of
GHG emissions are produced by those vehicles that travel
�25–50 miles /day �Fig. 5�e��. A substantial reduction in GHG
emissions is achieved by allocating PHEVs or HEVs to drivers
rather than CVs, and a modest additional gain is possible by seg-
menting the population and allocating the right PHEV to the right
driver.

The minimum cost solution in the base case is to assign
PHEV20s to vehicles that drive 50 miles or less each day �77% of
vehicles and 43% of VMT� and assign ordinary HEVs to vehicles
charged less frequently. Figure 5�c� shows that equivalent cost per
mile is high for drivers who travel short daily distances because
short daily distances imply long vehicle life, capital costs domi-
nate operation costs for these vehicles, and annualized capital
costs are divided over small distances.23 When population weight-
ing is included, Fig. 5�f� reveals a small but noticeable PHEV
benefit for drivers who travel �5–40 miles /day.

An important observation is that the optimal battery designs
have generally high swing values, ranging from 68% to the upper
bound 80%. The degradation mechanism based on energy pro-
cessed implies that designers can allow more of the battery to be
used, even though this will require battery replacement for some
drivers.

3.2 Sensitivity Analyses. We conduct sensitivity analyses us-
ing three vehicle segments to examine the minimum cost and
GHG solutions for alternative scenarios and characterize the ro-
bustness of our conclusions. The major cost scenarios include �1�
Li-ion battery cost of $250–1000/kW h �47,48�, �2� gasoline price
of $1.50–6.00/gal �41�, �3� electricity price of $0.06–0.30/kW h
�49�, �4� discount rate of 0–10%, and �5� carbon allowance price
of $0–100/metric ton of CO2 equivalent �ton-CO2-eq� �42�. The
optimal vehicles and allocation for these sensitivity analyses are

22For a daily travel distance of 30 miles, about 85% of CV emissions and 75% of
electrified vehicle emissions are associated with the use phase, while battery produc-
tion emissions contribute less than 5% of life cycle GHGs for a PHEV40. These
ratios are similar to the findings in Ref. �2�.

23When driven 30 miles/day, vehicle capital cost is about half of annualized cost
of CV ownership, whereas it makes up 90% if driven only 1 mile/day. By compari-
son, at 30 miles/day vehicle capital cost is about 70% of annualized cost for HEVs

oleum, GHG emissions, and cost objectives

Min
troleum

Min
GHGs

Min
Cost

PHEV PHEV PHEV PHEV HEV
0–200 0–31 31–200 0–50 50–200

87 25 40 20 –
47 44 47 42 57
81 71 71 74 52

1000a 325 442 251 168
0.8a 0.68 0.8a 0.68 –
21.6 7.0 9.6 5.4 1.3
5.05 5.33 5.28 5.35 –
58.1 60.5 59.9 60.7 60.1
11.0 11.0 11.0 11.0 –
9.0 9.7 9.1 10.5 11.0

0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32 –

0.04b 0.16 0.38
8.12 7.75b 7.92
9.05 7.48 7.25b

�96% �48% �21%
etr

Pe
and 80% of annualized cost for a PHEV20, with 10% of capital costs due to batteries.
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ummarized in Fig. 6. The horizontal axis shows the portion of
ehicles, daily travel distance, and portion of VMT allocated to
ach vehicle, and the allocation distance cutoff point is labeled
here appropriate. Our three-segment24 minimum cost base case

olution allocates a PHEV16 �4.9 kW h battery pack at 59%
wing� to vehicles that travel 20 miles/day or less, a PHEV25 �6.7
W h battery pack at 71% swing� to vehicles traveling 20–51
iles/day, and a HEV to the remaining drivers, resulting in an

quivalent net life cycle cost of $7.23 per vehicle/day. While less
han 25% of vehicles are HEVs in this scenario, they represent

ore than half of VMT because HEVs are allocated to high-
ileage vehicles.
High battery costs, low gas prices, and high electricity prices

re not beneficial to PHEVs, and the HEV is the lowest cost
lternative in these cases. Low electricity prices make higher-
apacity PHEVs more competitive for more drivers. Low electric-
ty prices are associated with off-peak charging; however, off-
eak rates would likely increase under high PHEV penetration
cenarios. Similarly, low Li-ion battery costs or high gasoline
rices improve the economic performance of PHEVs and make
hem cost competitive for a wide range of drivers. Variation in
EV NiMH battery cost from $440 to $700/kW h �39� �not

hown� has a marginal effect, moving the optimal HEV allocation
utoff from 45 to 55 miles/day, respectively.

Higher discount rates make PHEVs less competitive due to
igher upfront purchase cost with operation cost savings in the
uture. With $400/kW h Li-ion costs, PHEVs are part of the least-
ost solution at nominal discount rates below 11%. A 0% discount
ate results in a slightly increased PHEV allocation up to 55 miles/
ay. At a 5% discount rate, PHEVs are part of the least-cost so-
ution for battery pack prices below $590/kW h, and at 10% pack
rices must be below $410/kW h.

Carbon allowance prices applied to all carbon emissions in the
upply chain assuming 100% pass-through produce only marginal

24The minimum cost in the three-vehicle case is 0.3% lower than the two-vehicle
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0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Coal
8.19 kgCO2e/vehicle-day

Natural gas
6.20 kgCO2e/vehicle-day

IGCC-CCS
4.60 kgCO2e/vehicle-day

Nuclear
3.22 kgCO2e/vehicle-day

Base case (US avg)
7.73 kgCO2e/vehicle-day

$100/ton CO2 w/ nuclear
$7.71/vehicle-day

Carbon price $100/ton
$8.05/verhicle-day

Nm.discount rate 10%
$9.31/vehicle-day

Elec.price $0.30/kWh
$7.39/vehicle-day

Elec.price $0.06/kWh
$7.02/vehicle-day

Gas price $6.00/gal
$7.89/vehicle-day

Gas price $1.50/gal
$6.18/vehicle-day

Li-ion battery$1000/kWh
$7.39/vehicle-day

Li-ion battery$250/kWh
$6.99/vehicle-day

Base case
$7.23/vehicle-day

Population (%)

PHEV36
9.1kWh*74%

37miles

34miles

PHEV16
4.9kWh*59%

20miles

31miles 65miles

62miles

Daily distance (miles) 0 7.5 17.3 31.0 54.5 200

51miles
PHEV25
6.7kWh*71% HEV

HEV

PHEV60
14.4*80%

PHEV87
21.6*80%

PHEV27
7.3kWh*69%

PHEV87
21.6*80%

PHEV47
11.1kWh*80%

PHEV19
5.6kWh*64%

PHEV25
5.9kWh*78%

PHEV35
8.7kWh*76%

HEV

HEV
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5.2kWh*62%
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PHEV32
8.3kWh*73%

83miles

20miles 38miles

PHEV17
5.2kWh*62%

PHEV32
7.9kWh*75%

HEV
23miles 69miles

VMT (%) 0% 2% 10% 24% 49% 100%
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PHEV57
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PHEV87
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CV HEVPHEV18
5.1kWh*65%

8miles 32miles

PHEV18
5.3kWh*63%

PHEV23
5.5*77%

PHEV35
8.7kWh*75%

24miles 64miles

Fig. 6 Optimal three-segment vehicle design and allocation
for various scenarios. The base case assumes the buy-lease
battery scenario, Peterson battery degradation model, $400/
kW h Li-ion cost, $600/kW h NiMH cost, $3.30/gal gasoline,
$0.11/kW h electricity, average U.S. grid GHG emissions,

$0/ton-CO2-eq allowance price, and 5% discount rate.
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hanges in life cycle cost competitiveness of PHEVs. CO2 prices
s high as $100/ton-CO2-eq make PHEVs cost competitive with
EVs only if vehicle costs are already comparable.25 For our base

ase, a cost of $83/ton-CO2-eq is required to replace HEV alloca-
ion with PHEVs; however, the critical CO2 price for affecting
llocation varies widely under alternative assumptions of discount
ate and energy and battery prices. Under a low carbon nuclear
lectricity scenario, a $100/ton CO2 price encourages slightly
arger battery packs.

We examined alternative assumptions for vehicle costs, with
ehicle base costs of $9000-13,000 and alternative engine/motor
ost models from Ref. �48�, but solutions are robust. Tax incen-
ives for PHEV batteries from the American Recovery and Rein-
estment Act �ARRA� �52� incentivize allocation of more PHEVs
ith larger battery packs; however, including taxpayer cost of the

ncentives and $100/ton CO2 externality costs, the optimal solu-
ion under American Recovery and Reinvestment Act �ARRA�
ncentives results in 6% higher net costs than under a $100/ton
O2 tax scenario. We also examined several alternative battery
ssumptions: First, a policy scenario where battery life is required
o outlast vehicle life shows little change in the PHEV designs
ith optimized swings reduced 2–5% compared with the base

ase solution. The battery leasing scenario, which allows prorated
ayment for partial battery use, results in larger packs with re-
uced swing and improved PHEV competitiveness. Defining bat-
ery EOL at 20% capacity fade �15� makes PHEVs less competi-
ive and incentivizes maximum swing �25�. The Rosenkranz
OD-based degradation model, which encourages shallow swing

o preserve battery life, results in a PHEV11 �5.2 kW h at 39%
wing—a battery size equivalent to a PHEV23 at 80% swing� for
–26 miles/day and a HEV for higher-mileage vehicles. Thus, the
est used strategy for PHEV battery swing depends on the degra-
ation mechanism. Planned PHEVs such as the Chevrolet Volt
eport a swing of around 50% in order to maintain battery life
53�. The Rosenkranz model is based on older battery technology,
onstant rate charge and discharge cycles, and no accounting for
egradation in CS mode, while the Peterson model, which tests
iFePO4 cells with representative cycling �15�, suggests that de-
igners should use smaller battery packs with a larger swing.

We examine the optimal solution for minimizing life cycle
HG emissions with different grid emission scenarios, which in-

lude �1� nuclear �0.066 kg-CO2-eq /kW h� �54�, �2� integrated
asification combined cycle with carbon capture and sequestration
IGCC-CCS� �0.252 kg-CO2-eq /kW h� �55�, �3� natural gas
0.47 kg-CO2-eq /kW h� �56�, and �4� coal �0.9 kg-CO2-eq /
W h� �56�.26 These cases are intended to encompass the range of
otential regional and marginal dispatch grid mix scenarios. Fig-
re 6 shows that minimum GHG solutions involve higher-capacity
HEVs under low carbon grid scenarios and no PHEVs in the
oal scenario. Life cycle emissions are 150% higher under optimal
oal versus optimal nuclear scenarios, and natural gas, which is
ften used for marginal dispatch, has lower emissions than the
.S. average. Carbon content in electricity generation can signifi-

antly affect the GHG implications of PHEVs �2,57,58�.

Conclusions
We construct an optimization model to determine the optimal

ehicle design and allocation of conventional, hybrid, and plug-in
ybrid vehicles to drivers in order to minimize life cycle cost,
etroleum consumption, and GHG emissions. In our base case, we
nd that �1� minimum petroleum consumption is achieved by as-
igning high-range PHEVs to all drivers; �2� minimum life cycle

25The National Research Council estimated environmental damage costs of car-
on emissions as $10–100 per ton-CO2-eq, with a middle estimate of $30 �50�, and
he Department of Energy projects carbon allowance prices of $20–93/ton from the

axman–Markey bill by 2020 �51�.
26The emission factors are at the power plant gate, and 9% transmission and
istribution loss to outlet is applied in the PHEV GHG calculations �30�.
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GHG emissions are achieved by assigning a mix of low-range
��25 miles� PHEVs and midrange �40–50 miles� PHEVs; and
�3� minimum life cycle cost is achieved by assigning low-range
�15–25 miles� PHEVs to the �75% of drivers who travel less than
�50 miles /day and HEVs to drivers who travel further. Optimal
allocation of vehicles to drivers appears to be of second-order
importance for net life cycle cost and GHG emissions compared
with an overall shift from CVs to HEVs or PHEVs.

Under our base case assumptions, life cycle costs and GHGs of
HEVs and PHEVs are comparable, particularly for drivers who
charge frequently, and the least-cost solution is sensitive to the
discount rate and the price of gasoline, electricity, and batteries.
Relative to our base case of $3.30/gal gasoline, $0.11/kW h elec-
tricity, $400/kW h Li-ion batteries, $600/kW h NiMH batteries,
and 5% discount rate, PHEVs are part of the least-cost solution for
gas prices above $2.6/gal, electricity prices below $0.16/kW h,
Li-ion battery prices below $590/kW h, or nominal discount rates
below 11%. At a 10% discount rate, Li-ion pack cost must fall
below $410/kW h for PHEVs to be part of the least-cost solution.
Consumers are often observed to use discount rates above 10% in
practice �59–61�, so battery pack costs significantly below $400/
kW h may be needed to drive mass consumer adoption unless
gasoline prices rise.

Carbon allowance prices applied to all life cycle CO2 emissions
with 100% pass-through have marginal impact on PHEV eco-
nomic competitiveness, as noted by Kammen et al. �62� and by
Plotkin and Singh �48�. For example, when driven 20 miles/day
using the U.S. average grid mix, a HEV has net life cycle emis-
sions of about 0.1 kg CO2-eq/vehicle per day greater than the
PHEV20. A $100/ton allowance price translates to a $0.11/vehicle
per day greater penalty for the HEV than for the PHEV20. This is
not enough to make PHEVs more economical than HEVs unless
life cycle costs of PHEVs are already within about $350
��1.5%� of HEV life cycle costs. As an upper bound, a highly
optimistic scenario of low carbon electricity �nuclear� at base
electricity prices �$0.11/kW h� and $100/ton allowance prices pro-
duces �$0.59 /day greater penalty for HEVs than PHEVs. This is
not enough to make PHEVs more economical than HEVs unless
PHEV life cycle costs already fall within about $1900 ��8%� of
HEV costs �or within $1500, �7%, at a 10% discount rate�. Un-
der most scenarios, CO2 prices offer little leverage for improving
cost competitiveness of PHEVs, and PHEV life cycle costs must
fall within a few percent of HEV costs in order to offer a cost-
effective approach to GHG reduction.27

Using recent LiFePO4 degradation models based on energy pro-
cessed in place of prior DOD-based degradation models, we find
that life cycle cost, GHG emissions, and petroleum consumption
are minimized using higher battery swing �above 60%� and re-
placing batteries as needed, rather than designing underutilized
capacity into the vehicle with corresponding production, weight,
and cost implications. This contrasts with the current practice of
restricting swing to values near 50% to improve battery life. Al-
lowing optimized swing rather than restricting swing to 50% re-
duces life cycle cost and GHGs of PHEVs by about 1–2% in our
model—small enough that other factors such as logistics, cus-
tomer satisfaction, regulation, and incentives may play a signifi-
cant role in determining battery swing in PHEV design. Current
incentives for PHEVs, such as those outlined in the ARRA �52�,
provide subsidies based on battery size, rather than usable battery
capacity, all-electric range, or effective GHG reduction. This en-
courages more PHEVs with larger battery packs but results in
increased social costs28 and could produce unintended incentives
for battery swing selection. PHEV battery subsidies are likely

27For comparison, using the most optimistic 2050 emission scenarios in Ref. �28�,
NPV of CO2 cost savings for PHEVs over HEVs at $100/ton and 5% discounting are
around $1100 or about 4.6% of HEV life cycle cost.

28We do not account for social costs of petroleum consumption or criteria pollut-

ants here.
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nly economically justified as a temporary stimulus if battery and
nergy costs are expected to quickly reach levels that make
HEVs cost competitive with HEVs over the life cycle.

Limitations and Future Work
The proposed model contains a number of assumptions that

hould be understood in order to interpret results meaningfully.
hese assumptions fall into four major categories: decision scope,
river behavior, technology scope, and endogeneity.

We examine a benevolent dictator’s optimal choices of vehicle
esign and allocation to meet personal transportation needs in the
.S. with minimum equivalent daily cost, GHG emissions, or pe-

roleum consumption. This scenario is useful for understanding
he relationship between design/allocation and social objectives;
owever, the market behavior may deviate. In particular, consum-
rs may value purchase price over future petroleum cost savings
ith hyperbolic discounting, and they may value correlated ve-
icle attributes that are not considered here, such as convenience
r interior space �63�.

Second, we make several assumptions about the driver behav-
or. While we account for across-driver heterogeneity in daily dis-
ance traveled, we lack data on within-driver variation, so our
esults overestimate the potential of optimal allocation. However,
e find optimal allocation to be of second-order importance even

n this scenario. We ignore potential changes in driving patterns
ue to reduced operating cost and changes in vehicle technology.
dditionally, we assume that each PHEV driver charges once per
ay, and we ignore the cost of charging infrastructure. Allowing
ultiple daily charges would require additional charging infra-

tructure and would give PHEVs a longer effective AER �64�.
inally, we use the UDDS cycle to estimate vehicle efficiency for
ll drivers, which may produce optimistic predictions for both
ange and efficiency in real-world driving, and we ignore regional
ariation in driving style, terrain, weather, and grid characteristics
57,65–67�. Our base case use of average U.S. grid characteristics
o calculate GHG emissions may over- or underestimate emissions
ssociated with particular regions, charge timing, and marginal
ispatch �57�; however, our sensitivity analysis bounds the range
f possible scenarios �28,57�.

The third class of modeling assumptions involves technology
cope. We assume a fixed Li-ion battery technology for PHEVs
ith performance models based on a Saft cell and degradation
ata from A123 cells. In practice, different battery designs may be
sed for different vehicle systems �11,68,69�, and we leave such
ssessment for future work. We assume a static battery technology
ith a base cost of $400/kW h installed pack cost, intended to

epresent an optimistic but realistic future scenario, particularly
or thick-electrode high-energy batteries used for larger packs
11,38�. Dynamics of technology advancement and cost reduction
ould have strategic implications for vehicle system design and
llocation �70�. We examine only energy-processed based degra-
ation mechanisms and ignore temperature effects and calendar
storage� degradation mechanisms that affect batteries when not in
se. Future work is needed to characterize these temperature and
ime-based mechanisms, although they would be expected to fur-
her encourage a large swing and to make PHEVs somewhat less
ompetitive. Moreover, future battery technology may have im-
roved degradation characteristics, which can change PHEV de-
ign implications. We also limit our study to all-electric PHEVs
ith characteristics similar to a Toyota Prius. Blended-mode
HEVs that make use of the gasoline engine during CD mode
ffer additional control flexibility and the ability to design ve-
icles with smaller motors and battery packs �71�. An analysis of
lended-mode PHEVs requires examination of the space of con-
rol strategy variables, and we leave this and the study of different
ehicle classes for future work.

Finally, we treat energy prices and grid characteristics as exog-
nous factors. A significant shift to PHEVs may influence the

rice of gasoline, electricity, or batteries or the mix of electricity

ournal of Mechanical Design
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generation modes �because of new plant construction or increase
in off-peak demand� �28,57�. We leave the examination of these
potentially endogenous relationships for future work.
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Appendix
See Tables 2 and 3.

Table 2 Vehicle configurations in simulation

Module Property CV HEV PHEV

Vehicle
body and
chassis

F/R weight ratio 0.6/0.4 0.6/0.4 0.6/0.4
Drag coefficient 0.26 0.26 0.26

Frontal area �m2� 2.25 2.25 2.25
Tire specs P175/65 R14 P175/65 R14 P175/65 R14

Body mass �kg� 824 824 824

Engine
Power �kW� 126 57 30–60
Mass �kg� 296 114 50–110

Motor
Power �kW� – 52 50–110
Mass �kg� – 65 40–143

Battery
No. of cells – 168 200–1000
Mass �kg� – 36 60–419

Electrical
accessory Power �kW� 0.8 0.8 0.8

Net weight �kg� 1709 1520 1497–1995

Table 3 Polynomial coefficients of the PHEV performance
metamodel

fm �E �G tCD tCS �CD
a �CS

a uCS
a

m 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

am1 0.008 2.214 1.457 3.334
am2 0.154 1.087 �5.496 �2.266
am3 0.353 5.578 �28.46 �20.26
am4 �0.005 �0.815 0.913 0.414
am5 �0.005 0.510 �0.881 �3.524
am6 �0.025 1.562 �1.050 �0.286
am7 0.000 2.212 �0.308 �10.11
am8 �0.057 �0.613 2.044 1.951
am9 �0.043 0.254 15.61 10.31
am10 �0.016 �0.159 0.336 5.808
am11 �0.001 �8.906 �4.634 �6.932 0.001 0.063 �0.194
am12 �0.805 �6.095 31.48 15.80 0.002 �0.001 �0.005
am13 �0.656 �15.21 34.02 39.20 0.007 �0.002 0.047
am14 0.057 0.089 1.153 7.901 0.000 �0.002 0.000
am15 0.080 �3.274 1.169 6.582 0.001 �0.005 0.011
am16 0.342 2.498 �32.06 �30.12 �0.001 0.001 �0.001
am17 �0.191 2.622 3.405 �6.734 0.013 �0.120 0.382
am18 1.189 9.285 �54.47 �26.39 0.005 0.010 0.019
am19 �0.347 5.837 9.570 �4.098 0.050 0.054 �0.077
am20 4.960 57.68 44.23 32.10 0.296 0.194 0.140

a
The terms are fit with quadratic form.
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